Abstract: Biocompatible polymers utilized for flexible encapsulations of implantable microsystems provide many advantages compared to widely used rigid titanium or ceramic packages. However, polymers alter their properties due to interactions with their environment, but especially for longterm implants, a reliable protective function of these materials is required. To investigate the protective function of different polymers, we developed an in vitro measuring setup which facilitates a fluid dynamic load of polymeric encapsulation materials. Measuring of polymer covered resistive and capacitive structures enables the characterization of the protective function.
Introduction
Biocompatible polymers are increasingly used as encapsulation materials for implantable electronic medical devices due to their advantages in weight, space, processing, various chemical and mechanical properties and electromagnetic permeability. Especially for systems, which require a wireless communication between the implanted device and the control unit outside the human body or a mechanical adaptation of the implant interface to the surrounding tissue, polymer encapsulations are preferred [1] , [2] . However, polymers interact with their environment altering their chemical, mechanical and electrical attributes over time, which impairs their protective function and as a consequence, corrosion and leakage current may cause failure of the electronic device [3] . Especially the encapsulation of long-term implants requires a reliable protective function and constant remaining properties during sterilization process, storage and implantation. Therefore, we developed a measuring setup which facilitates a fluid dynamic load of polymeric encapsulation materials to investigate their attributes affected by variable artificial body fluids, temperature, flow velocity, electrical voltage and load duration. This in vitro experiment is used to characterize the protective function of different biocompatible polymers such as silicones, Parylene C and epoxy resins.
Methods
To examine the mentioned encapsulation materials, planar ceramic specimens with resistive and capacitive structures were produced using thick film technology, screen printed with silver-platinum paste. While three resistive structures were meander-shaped implemented onto the front, the three capacitors on the rear side based on an interdigital configuration. Afterwards specimens were dip coated with silicone MED6-6606 (NuSil Technology, USA) and dried for 72 h at ambient conditions. The thickness of this monolayer was about 6 µm. For the fluid dynamic load of the coated specimens, a flow circuit was developed and constructed as shown in Fig. 1 . It consists essentially of a flow chamber, a pump and a fluid reservoir placed in a temperature regulated water bath, all serial connected with silicone tubes. The flow chamber was constructed to provide a laminar fluid dynamic load to three polymer covered specimens, which are placed inside the chamber in the way that the connection pads are outside and thereby protected from the fluid (see Fig. 2 ). The specimens are connected to the multiplexer (see Fig.  3 ), which is controlled by a LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workbench) program (computer) forwarding the selected input channel to the LRC meter. This achieves reproducible data acquisition of specimens resistance and capacitance in determined intervals throughout the entire measurement period. Temperature, pressure and flow sensors placed in the flow circuit ensure constant conditions and allow monitoring of the set parameters. The resistance and capacitance of silicone covered specimens under the fluid dynamic load was recorded for 43 days. Fig. 4 contains the graph of four selected resistive structures, three of them (Specimen 1 R1, 1 R3 and 3 R2) show strong degradation of the screen printed silver-platinum paste resulting in a significant increase of the resistance after about 850 h. The fourth remains undamaged and therewith a constant resistance was measured, which was observed for in total four of nine loaded resistive structures. 
Discussion
To summarize, we found local concentrated damage of the resistive and capacitive structures covered with silicone and fluid dynamic loaded. Consequently, polymer monolayer of silicone MED6-6606 does not provide a reliable protective function for long-term applications.
